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FREE downloadable calendar, writing resources, and MORE at moxiebooks.co.uk
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Out of office

Write a letter Are you going on

holiday?
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love using?
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Coffee: hot or
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Get my book here
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Celebrate your

month!

Grab these silly

writing games

Get started with

these templates

Try out Team Moxie’s
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writing games
Get my book here

National Creativity
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Do a new prompt every day or
drop in throughout the month
Build a new writing habit and
never run out of ideas
Invite someone to write with you!
Share your experience with the
community on Instagram. Tag
@tinybeetlesteps and follow the
hashtags #moxieMAY and
#tinybeetlesteps
Connect with Vicky on Instagram
@tinybeetlesteps and
@tree.frog.toe
Connect with Vicky on LinkedIn
here.

How it works

Writing Calendar May 2022

Welcome to your free monthly writing plan!

This month: we’re floating into summer like a cherry

blossom.

There’s a vague theme—looking to the future while

embracing the present. But mostly it’s just fun!

You can write as much or as little as you like, for as

long as you like — but I recommend setting a timer for

at least 5 minutes. Start with a step so small you

can’t fail.

Give yourself the gift of creativity and space to write

this May — and bring a friend! It’s free to join in.

TTFN, Vicky xo
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